
Our marquees have expanded into robust, industrial solutions. Building on
our legacy of quality and innovation, we are now venturing beyond the
standard to meet the growing demands of the industrial sector. We have
re-engineered them into semi-permanent and permanent structures that
are designed to provide versatile and cost-effective alternatives to
traditional buildings.

WORLD CLASS 
MARQUEES        

EST 2000

Downings Marquee Rentals is the leading marquee infrastructure company in South Africa.

As the leading marquee infrastructure company in
South Africa, we pride ourselves on offering cutting-
edge solutions tailored to both eventful celebrations
and pragmatic industrial requirements. Our marquees
and semi-permanent structures, defined by style and
quality, reflect our 20+ years of expertise. Our wide
range of marquees encompasses state-of-the-art
prefabricated metal structures, each designed to cater
to the unique needs of any event, regardless of its scale. 

From intimate gatherings to semi-permanent
warehousing, we ensure that each structure we erect is
not just a space but an embodiment of premium finishes
and studious quality assurance. We are pioneers in the
marquee rental industry, committed to customized,
cutting edge solutions, continuous innovation and
consistently setting new standards in quality and service.
Our vision is expansive, aiming to enrich our footprint
across the African continent and focusing on a new
industrial approach.

OUR INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS: 

GET A QUOTE

https://downingsmarquee.co.za/quotation-request/


BENEFTIS OF WAREHOUSING: 

Cost-Effective Storage
Rapid Deployment and Scalability
Durability and Weather Resistance 
Relocatable
Customisable exterior and Interior
layout 

 INDUSTRY SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS:

Warehousing has increasingly begun to play a vital role in the
global supply chain, ensuring effective and efficient storage and
distribution of goods. In recent years, there has been a rising
interest in temporary and semi-permanent aluminium
warehousing. This trend is about to revolutionize the warehousing
industry, particularly in countries like South Africa. The adoption of
semi-permanent and temporary metal structures has
revolutionized the South African warehousing landscape. These
innovative structures offer numerous advantages, ranging from
cost-effectiveness and scalability to sustainability and flexibility. As
South Africa seeks to strengthen its position in the global supply
chain, embracing these innovative warehousing trends with
Downings Marquee Rentals can lead to economic growth,
increased efficiency, and enhanced productivity, ultimately
benefiting the nation and its diverse industries.

REVOLUTIONIZING WAREHOUSING IN SOUTH
AFRICA WITH SEMI-PERMANENT AND

TEMPORARY ALUMINIUM STRUCTURES:

Agriculture and Crop Storage
Mining and Equipment Storage
Retail and E-commerce Support
Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief
Construction solutions  



SEMI-PERMANENT
WAREHOUSE
STRUCTURES

THE RISING NEED FOR TEMPORARY
WAREHOUSING STRUCTURES SOUTH

AFRICA:

South Africa relies heavily on efficient warehousing to support its
diverse industries, such as agriculture, manufacturing, mining,
and logistics. However, traditional fixed warehouses face many
challenges such as high construction costs, long lead times, and
inflexibility in adapting to changing demands. Semi-permanent
and temporary aluminium structures offer a viable alternative
that can solve these challenges effectively.
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Follow us on social media:

At Downings Marquee
Rentals, we understand the
importance of unmatched

durability and flexible
customisation 

EST 2000

Downings Marquee Rentals extends its unparalleled elegance and sophistication beyond events,
venturing into the realm of industrial solutions with our cutting-edge, modern marquee
structures. Ideal for businesses in need of semi-permanent storage units or makeshift
manufacturing sites, our marquees offer a versatile and efficient solution to space and fluctuating
demand challenges, providing the perfect blend of durability and flexibility. Engineered to
impress and built to last, these structures can be easily adapted to wide range of industrial
requirements, ensuring your operations continue, regardless of location or environmental
constraints. With no delivery limitations and a commitment to excellence that surpasses
imagination, Downings Marquee Rentals stands out as the premier choice for companies seeking
innovative warehousing and manufacturing solutions.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

https://downingsmarquee.co.za/
mailto:marquees@downings.co.za
https://www.facebook.com/DowningsSA/
https://www.instagram.com/downings_marquee/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/downings-marquee-rentals/?viewAsMember=true
https://downingsmarquee.co.za/
https://downingsmarquee.co.za/

